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Special thanks to 
Dr. Nicole Chenet
for presenting the concept 
of the Scanning Bite 
Forks.

Dr. John Carollo says:

1. “Establish my correct bite jig.“

2. “Use the BLACK Jigs, because they 
scan better than blue or amber.”

3. “Put the jig in the scanning bite fork 
and some putty in the posterior.”

4. “Have the patient close and now I have
a tri-pod stable opening for the 8mm 
Vertical/3mm horizontal black jig 
 chosen for this patient.”

5. “Also put putty (i.e. Panasil® Putty) on 
the posterior to help the scanning tip 
see the upper and lower arches. “This 
is my technique and it works seam-
lessly”.

“Our offi ce uses Airway Metrics jigs to give us a therapeutic bite position 
backed by Pharyngometry right from the start. With the new bite fork, 
designed to optimize ease, accuracy, and consistency for digital  scanning, 
the digital protocol and workfl ow effi ciency in my offi ce is now maximized 
more than ever! I use these new bite fork trays to ensure that my sweet 
spot bite position is captured precisely proper patient‘s stabilization
during scanning.”

Jerry C. Hu, DDS, DABDSM, DASBA, DACSDD

When the George Gauge Handle

gets in the way of your scanner…

When the Pro Gauge Handle

gets in the way of your scanner…

When all other Gauges

get in the way of your scanner…

Protocol: 
Use the Airway Metrics System to establish 

where you want to take the bite.

• Attach the Airway Metrics Scanning Bite Fork and Handle to the simulator.
• Insert into the patient’s mouth a couple of times so your patient knows exactly what to expect.
• Place a small amount of Bite Registration (i.e. Futar® Fast) on the posterior Pads for stability.
• Position in the patient’s mouth, remove the only the handle, then scan your bite.

Jerry C. Hu, DDS, DABDSM, DASBA, DACSDD

BUY SMART. BUY DIRECT.

For more information

contact Kettenbach direct

877-532-2123
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Check out all videos at

www.kettenbachusa.com

or Follow us on Youtube


